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Abstract
The deterioration of concrete structures by alkali-silica reaction (ASR) and delayed ettringite formation
(DEF), which causes expansion and cracking similar to ASR, has been a worldwide problem in recent
decades. A great deal of research into the causes and mechanisms of the deterioration has helped to prevent
the formation of ASR and DEF in new construction, but the evaluation and maintenance of existing
structures remains a problem. The goal of this research is to investigate the use of several nondestructive
testing (NDT) methods to evaluate the level of deterioration in a structural element.
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INTRODUCTION
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a chemical process that deteriorates concrete by causing bulk expansion,
extensive internal microcracking, and surface cracking. While a significant amount of ASR research has been
completed in the past few decades, the evaluation and maintenance of in-service structures affected by ASR,
with respect to serviceability and strength of the elements, is an area that still requires investigation. In
particular, the actual behavior of large-scale reinforced concrete structures during load tests is not well
predicted by the mechanical properties of concrete cores or unreinforced laboratory specimens. While it has
widely been observed that the compressive strength, tensile strength, and elastic modulus of concrete are
reduced by ASR [1,2], several researchers have found that the strength of reinforced elements is not
significantly reduced by ASR deterioration [3-8]. This is particularly true for large scale laboratory specimens
and field structures [9-13]. The reinforcement cage restrains the concrete expansions, effectively
“prestressing” and confining the deteriorated concrete to maintain the structural integrity.
The goal of this research was to investigate the use of several nondestructive testing (NDT) methods
for use in the evaluation of reinforced concrete structures affected by ASR [14]. While it was unlikely that a
single NDT method would provide all of the information desired, this project investigated how NDT could
supplement the existing testing and monitoring protocols, which focus on visual inspection and tests on
drilled cores. To examine the potential for several NDT methods to evaluate ASR deterioration in structures,
two large “reactive” beams were fabricated and conditioned to encourage accelerated deterioration. A third
control, or “nonreactive”, beam was also constructed. Over the monitoring period of about one year,
expansions of these specimens were measured and four NDT methods were performed as deterioration
progressed: ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV), impact echo, spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW), and
surface wave transmission (SWT). Additionally, small prism samples were cast with each of the three beam
specimens and stored in a conditioning environment that encouraged rapid deterioration. Expansions of
these prism samples were measured and the resonant frequency NDT method was performed throughout the
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monitoring period. Observing trends in the correlation between the NDT measurements and the level of
expansion led to conclusions regarding which NDT methods are most useful for evaluating the deterioration.
2
2.1

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Test Specimens
The beams were designed as near-full scale representations of bent caps found in the state of Texas.
The geometry and reinforcement layout is depicted in Figure 1. Note that the beams were fabricated and
stored with the tension steel at the top of the cross section, as future structural testing will be performed in
this orientation (i.e. load applied from the bottom). Each specimen was approximately 8.4 m long with a 533
x 1067 mm cross section. Longitudinal reinforcement consisted of equal tension and compression bars for a
flexural reinforcement ratio of 0.88%. Additional longitudinal bars were placed on the side faces to control
cracking over the depth. Minimal transverse reinforcement was provided for a shear reinforcement ratio of
0.15% in the middle test region and of 0.31% in the outer test region. All steel had a yield stress of 425 MPa.
One of the most reactive aggregates in the state, Jobe-Newman sand from El Paso, Texas, was used to
induce accelerated ASR deterioration in the reactive specimens. A total alkali content of 5.2 kg/m3 was
achieved through the use of high-alkali Type III cement and the addition of sodium hydroxide. A
nonreactive river sand and low-alkali Type I cement was used in the fabrication of the nonreactive specimen,
with no sodium hydroxide added. The total alkali content of the nonreactive specimen was only 2.0 kg/m3.
The water-cement ratio for all specimens was 0.57. Refer to Table 1 for details of both concrete mixtures.
In addition to promoting accelerated ASR deterioration by using reactive materials, delayed ettringite
formation (DEF) was induced in the beam specimens. DEF is another chemical process which causes
expansion and cracking similar to ASR in concrete experiencing high sustained curing temperatures (greater
than 70°C) [15]. This study included both ASR and DEF because the two deterioration mechanisms are
often found together in Texas. The reactive specimens were cured at high temperatures to induce DEF.
Eight small, unreinforced prism samples (76 x 76 x 286 mm) were also cast with each of the large
specimens. These samples were “match cured” in an oven to approximate the curing temperature of the
beams. Four of the prism samples from each beam were used for expansion monitoring while the other four
were used for NDT.
2.2

Conditioning Program
The beams were stored outdoors in a warm climate to facilitate rapid deterioration. Additionally, a
watering system was implemented by running soaker hoses along the length of each specimen. These hoses
evenly provided moisture to all portions of the test regions during 12-minute overnight watering cycles. The
specimens were wrapped in curing tarps to trap in the moisture during the day (see Figure 2).
To replicate field conditions as closely as possible, typical field-level dead load stresses were induced in
the beams. This was accomplished by clamping each specimen against a steel reaction beam (W14x132) using
tensioned steel rods. This is also depicted in the photograph in Figure 2.
The prism samples were conditioned according to ASTM C1293 [16]. This standard requires storage
above water in plastic pails at 38°C starting 24 hours after casting. The samples were only removed from this
environment during the specified monitoring intervals of 7 days, 14 days, and 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months.
2.3

Expansion Monitoring
The level of deterioration was quantified by measuring the ASR/DEF-induced expansions of the
beams at several locations in the longitudinal and vertical directions. Mechanical measurements of the core
concrete expansions were taken using an extensometer (610 mm gauge length) to measure the distance

between stainless steel rods placed through the width of the specimens (533 mm dimension). Similarly, steel
strains were measured using stainless steel studs welded to the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.
The rods and studs were isolated from the cover concrete using expandable foam surrounded by PVC pipe.
The length change of the prism samples was monitored according to ASTM C1293 [16].
2.4

Nondestructive Testing
The NDT methods of ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV), impact echo, spectral analysis of surface waves
(SASW), and surface wave transmission (SWT) were performed on the beam specimens as deterioration
progressed. Additionally, the resonant frequency NDT method was performed on the prism samples.
To measure the compression wave velocity through the concrete, UPV testing was performed with a
Germann Instruments PUNDIT 7 test system. 100 V pulses were imparted through the specimens at a pulse
repetition frequency of 100 kHz using 54 kHz transducers and a water based couplant. The procedures of
ASTM C597 were followed [17]. Measurements were taken at several locations in the middle and outer test
regions (8 horizontally through the cross section at three different heights and 4 vertically through the cross
section in each test region). All measurements were averaged together for each direction in each test region.
Impact echo testing was performed according to ASTM C1383 with a Germann Instruments DOCtor
receiver and a 10 mm diameter ball-peen hammer [18]. Each signal was collected through an 8-bit National
Instruments (NI) digitizer using a LabVIEW program, and analyzed using MATLAB. A sampling frequency
of 100 kHz and a signal duration of 10 ms yielded a frequency resolution of 100 Hz. Measurements were
taken near mid-depth on both side faces of the specimens. The compression wave velocity was computed
from the peak frequency in the spectrum and the thickness of the element [19].
The two surface wave methods (SASW and SWT) involve the same test setup and data collection, but
different analyses. After impact by a 13 mm steel ball, the signals were received by two non-contact sensors
insulated from ambient noise. The use of non-contact sensors eliminates coupling problems and helps to
speed up the testing process [20]. These sensors were PCB microphones with frequency sensitivity range of 4
Hz to 80 kHz. A PCB signal conditioner, an 8-bit NI digitizer, and a LabVIEW program were used to collect
the data, which was then analyzed using MATLAB. A sampling frequency of 1 MHz was used to collect a 5
ms signal from each receiver. Testing was done at 5 locations in the vertical and horizontal directions on
each side face of the specimens. Through frequency domain analysis, the surface wave velocity (SASW
method) and fraction of energy transmitted (SWT method) between the receivers was computed [20,21].
Resonant frequency testing was performed on the small prism samples according to ASTM C215 [22].
A highly sensitive PCB accelerometer with a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz to 10 kHz was used to monitor the surface
motion after an impact by an 11 mm steel ball. A PCB signal conditioner and an 8-bit NI digitizer were used
to transmit data to a LabVIEW program for analysis. Testing was performed in both the longitudinal and
transverse modes of free vibration. The dynamic elastic modulus was computed from the fundamental
resonant frequencies, the mass, and the geometry [22].
3
3.1

RESULTS
Beam Specimen Expansions
Plots of the beam specimen expansions over the course of the monitoring period are shown in Figure
3. Each line represents the average expansion in a particular direction and test region for each specimen,
including both the core concrete expansions and the steel strains. While individual measurements deviated
from the average up to 0.1% expansion, the average value tended to lie near the center of the data spread.
From the results, it is obvious that the nonreactive specimen has not expanded. The most rapid
expansion in each reactive specimen was attained in the vertical direction in the middle test region, where

maximum expansions of 0.56% and 0.94% were observed in the first and second reactive specimens,
respectively. These values are approximately 2.3 and 3.8 times the yield strain of the reinforcement. The
average longitudinal expansion over the entire beam tended to level off around 0.13-0.15% expansion, or 0.50.6 times the yield strain of the reinforcement, in both reactive specimens.
3.2

Beam Specimen NDT
The variation in the compression wave velocity from UPV and impact echo testing is depicted in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Each point represents the average velocity from several measurements in one
direction in a test region. The velocities measured in different directions by both methods yielded similar
trends. A rapid drop in velocity occurred initially at low levels of expansion. As deterioration progressed, the
decreasing slope became shallower and the velocity became less sensitive to the increasing expansion. In the
first reactive specimen, the velocity leveled off to a relatively constant value at higher levels of expansion,
while the velocity continued to decrease slightly as expansion increases in the second reactive specimen. The
compression wave velocity in the nonreactive specimen fluctuated up and down in a range of about 3%
change over the monitoring period. In contrast, a loss of 14-17% was observed in the velocity of the two
reactive specimens.
Results from the SASW testing are presented in Figure 6, which shows the variation of the measured
surface wave velocity as a function of the deterioration. After a rapid initial drop in the velocity, the data
points were very scattered and did not indicate clear trends as expansion increased. There is also a distinct
difference between the data taken in the longitudinal direction (black points) and that taken in the vertical
direction (grey points), as the longitudinal velocities were consistently higher than the velocities in the vertical
direction. The surface wave velocity in the nonreactive specimen fluctuated 8% over the monitoring period.
Figure 7 shows the variation of the measured surface wave energy transmission with expansion from
SWT testing. Unlike the other methods, the energy transmission remained relatively constant and did not
seem to be a function of the level of deterioration. The variation of the energy transmission in the
nonreactive specimen fluctuated around 8% during the monitoring period.
3.3

Prism Samples
The measured expansions of the prism samples are presented in Figure 8. Each line in this figure
represents the average expansion of four prism samples cast with each beam specimen. As with the beam
specimens, the most rapid expansion was observed in the prism samples corresponding to the second
reactive specimen. Maximum free expansions of the unreinforced prism samples were comparable to that of
the reinforced beam specimens over a similar period of time, with maximum expansions of 0.60% and 0.85%
measured in the prisms corresponding to the first and second reactive beam specimens, respectively.
Additionally, the nonreactive prism exhibited essentially no expansion over the monitoring period.
Figure 9 shows the results from the resonant frequency testing, as plots of the variation of the average
computed dynamic elastic modulus with prism expansion for both the longitudinal and transverse modes of
vibration. Note that testing was started late for the prisms corresponding to the first reactive beam specimen
so data points at low levels of expansion are not available for those prisms. The trends are very similar
between the two vibrational modes, and the modulus calculated from the fundamental longitudinal resonant
frequency was generally slightly higher than that in the transverse mode. The trends are comparable to those
of the UPV and impact echo testing, with a rapid initial drop in modulus which leveled off as expansion
increased. The modulus of the nonreactive prisms fluctuated about 2% over the monitoring period,
compared to the 17-18% reduction in modulus observed in the reactive prism samples.

4
4.1

DISCUSSION
Beam Specimen Expansions
The nonreactive beam specimen did not exhibit any expansive tendencies, indicating that it is a sound,
undamaged control specimen with no deterioration. As expected in the reactive specimens, more rapid
expansion was observed in more lightly reinforced locations (i.e. the vertical direction in the middle test
region). However, the relationship between reinforcement ratio and rate of expansion is nonlinear, making it
difficult to predict expansion where it is not directly measured.
The main difference between the two reactive specimens was the curing temperature. The second
reactive specimen sustained temperatures around 77°C for at least 12 hours during curing, while the first
reactive specimen reached a maximum of around 70°C, but did not sustain this temperature for a significant
period of time (recall that sustained curing temperatures greater than 70°C are required to induce DEF).
Although a petrographic evaluation has yet to be performed, it is hypothesized that the second reactive
specimen experienced deterioration from both ASR and DEF, while the first reactive specimen had only ASR
deterioration. This explains the discrepancy in the expansion rate between the two reactive beams.
4.2

Beam Specimen NDT
Very similar results were obtained for the compression wave velocity using both the UPV and impact
echo methods. This implies that either method can be used interchangeably, depending on the situation.
Although larger expansions are associated with lower velocities, all UPV and impact echo trends
indicate that as expansion increases, velocity is less sensitive to deterioration. Most researchers believe this is
because ASR gel fills the cracks, limiting the velocity reduction because the waves travel faster through the gel
than through the air [23]. The results presented here uphold this theory, as the velocity in the first reactive
specimen (likely having only ASR deterioration) levels off at higher expansions. One possible explanation for
the slow, but continued, decrease of the velocity in the second reactive specimen at higher levels of expansion
is that the additional cracks resulting from DEF (which does not produce gel) are not filled with ASR gel.
The results from the surface wave testing (SASW and SWT) yielded unclear trends. The scatter of the
data points in the SASW results indicates that the method is sensitive to factors other than ASR/DEF.
Additionally, the discrepancy between measurements in the longitudinal and vertical directions verifies that
the method is most sensitive to surface cracking (primarily oriented in the longitudinal direction in this case)
rather than to microcracking in the core. The lack of correlation between the energy transmission (SWT) and
deterioration may be a result of the presence of an extensive cracking pattern on the specimen surfaces. This
method was developed to determine the depth of one surface breaking crack, and other researchers have
found that reflections off nearby cracks tend to interfere with the surface wave of interest for analysis [20].
4.3

Prism Samples
The observed expansions of the prism samples were in accordance with those measured in the beam
specimens. The lack of expansion in the nonreactive prisms is further evidence that this concrete mixture
was conducive to deterioration. Larger and more rapid expansions were measured in the prism samples
corresponding to the second reactive beam due to the curing temperature difference, as discussed previously.
As with UPV and impact echo testing, the resonant frequency method is most useful at low levels of
deterioration. As expansions increased, the dynamic elastic modulus became less sensitive to further
deterioration. Additionally, it is very difficult to perform this method on structures, which have complex
geometry, loads, and boundary conditions that complicate the relationship between resonant frequency and
the dynamic elastic modulus. Thus, resonant frequency testing requires taking a core, which is semidestructive, although is almost always done when evaluating a deteriorated structure.

5

CONCLUSIONS
Regarding the use of the five NDT methods investigated in this study for the evaluation of structures
affected by ASR, the general conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:
 The compression wave velocity, as measured through UPV or impact echo testing, yields the
most consistent and reliable trends. This velocity is most sensitive to increasing deterioration at
low levels of expansion. As deterioration progressed, losses in velocity were less pronounced.




The surface wave velocity (SASW) and energy transmission (SWT) yielded poor correlations with
deterioration. The wide scatter of data in the SASW results and the essentially constant trend of
the SWT results imply that these methods are not as useful for characterizing deterioration.
The dynamic elastic modulus calculated from resonant frequency testing showed clear, consistent
trends with expansion that are very similar to those in the compression wave velocity results.
However, this method can only be performed on small samples and requires taking a core.



None of the NDT methods investigated in this study have more potential than current testing
and monitoring techniques to accurately predict structural behavior. Losses in compression wave
velocity and dynamic elastic modulus indicate a reduction in stiffness with increasing
deterioration, which is not observed in structural testing of large reinforced elements.
Finally, one important factor to consider when evaluating structures using NDT is the importance of a
baseline measurement, or the value of the parameter being measured before deterioration occurred. This is
especially important when measuring the compression wave velocity, as this parameter can vary from around
3700 to 5000 m/s in sound concrete depending on the 28-day compressive strength, concrete composition
and the moisture saturation, among other factors [24,25]. A baseline velocity can be estimated from
knowledge of the concrete composition and 28-day compressive strength, or from measurements on
seemingly undamaged portions of the structure, but this estimation can bring about more uncertainty and
error when interpreting the results.
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TABLE 1: Concrete Mixture Details for the Reactive and Nonreactive Beam Specimens.
Material

Amount

Reactive Mixture Materials

Nonreactive Mixture Materials

Cement

415 kg/m3

Type III High-Alkali Cement from Lehigh
Cement Company, Fleetwood, PA

Type III Low-Alkali Cement from Alamo
Cement Company, San Antonio, TX

Water

237 kg/m3

Hot Tap Water (about 55°C)

Cold Tap Water

Fine Aggregate

691 kg/m3

Jobe-Newman Sand from Cemex, El Paso,
TX

Colorado River Sand from Texas Concrete
Materials, Del Valle, TX

Coarse Aggregate

890 kg/m3

19 mm Crushed Limestone from Texas
Crushed Stone Company, Georgetown, TX

19 mm Crushed Limestone from Texas
Crushed Stone Company, Georgetown, TX

40 kg/m3
(reactive only)

50% NaOH Solution from Fisher Scientific
Company, Pittsburgh, PA

---

Sodium
Hydroxide

#11 longitudinal bars (typ.)
(35.8 mm, 1.41 inch diam.)
ρ = 0.88%

Middle Test Region
#5 stirrups at 508 mm
ρv = 0.15%

Outer Test Region
#5 stirrups at 241 mm
ρv = 0.31%

End of Beam
#5 stirrups at
102 mm

CL

#5 crack control bars (typ.)
(15.9 mm, 5/8 inch diam.)

4216 mm

FIGURE 1: Geometry and reinforcement layout of the beam specimens. Note that the specimens are
symmetric about the center line shown.

Elastomeric bearing pads
Tensioned steel rods

FIGURE 2: Specimens conditioning outdoors. Note the tarp wrapped around the specimens to trap in the
moisture. The steel beam, tubes and rods are used to apply the simulated service load.
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FIGURE 3: Results from expansion monitoring of the three beam specimens. The largest and most rapid
expansions were observed in the vertical direction in the middle test region, where the reinforcement
provides the least amount of restraint. The larger and more rapid expansions observed in the second reactive
specimen are expected to be a result of the higher curing temperatures in this specimen.
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FIGURE 4: Results from UPV testing on the two reactive beam specimens. The compression wave velocity in
the nonreactive specimen varied between 4225 and 4370 m/s over the monitoring period.
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FIGURE 5: Results from impact echo testing on the two reactive beam specimens. The compression wave
velocity in the nonreactive specimen varied between 4220 and 4390 m/s over the monitoring period.
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FIGURE 6: Results from SASW testing on the two reactive beam specimens. The surface wave velocity in the
nonreactive specimen varied between 2020 and 2150 m/s over the monitoring period.
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FIGURE 7: Results from SWT testing on the two reactive beam specimens. The fraction of SW energy
transmission in the nonreactive specimen varied between 0.523 and 0.566 over the monitoring period. The
“ideal” transmission includes only geometric attenuation of the point source-induced wave.
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FIGURE 8: Results from expansion monitoring of the small prism samples cast alongside the large beam
specimens. As with the beam specimens, larger and more rapid expansion was observed in the prisms
corresponding to the second reactive specimen. This is likely due to higher curing temperatures.
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FIGURE 9: Results from resonant frequency testing of the reactive prism samples corresponding to the two
reactive beam specimens. The dynamic modulus computed from the transverse and longitudinal vibration of
the nonreactive prisms varied between 36.2 and 37.2 GPa over the monitoring period.

